SMARTER SURVEILLANCE
FOR SAFER SCHOOLS
Smart Motion Detection

Full On-the-Go Coverage

Vandalism Prevention

Is it a couple, a crowd, or a stampede
of students? Third-party integrations
for smart motion detection enable you
to read the situation on the ground and
avoid under or over reaction. With
object-left detection, you will know if a
backpack has been suspiciously left
behind and investigate swiftly.

Ocularis delivers real-time, full-motion
video directly to your mobile phone or
web browser. Monitor and control live
or recorded HD camera streams,
control PTZ cameras, get notifications
when a pre-configured event is
triggered, and even stream live video
from your mobile device to be
recorded and viewed in Ocularis.

Is it a soda can or a spray can? With
seamless third-party integrations,
examine behavioral analytics and
make sense of practically any
situation. And Ocularis’ server-based
tampering detection will immediately
trigger an alarm if the camera lens is
spray painted or obstructed in some
other way.

Quick Response

System Integration

Asset Tracking

Ocularis can play an essential role in
alerting security and law enforcement
immediately once a security threat
has been detected. Instantly share as
many or as few of your cameras with
law enforcement to ensure minimal
response times to quickly address any
developing situation.

Ocularis easily integrates with an array
of physical security solutions such as
access control, video content
analytics, emergency phones, and
license plate recognition to prevent
threats as well as address a variety of
issues from hallway bottlenecks to
efficient evacuation tactics.

Discern if the movement of
valuable equipment is typical or
suspicious. Ocularis aggregates
data from entry management
systems and RFID tags so that you
can track and recover assets.
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